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Our attention is being hijacked



We can’t avoid it happening to us, 
because brains



But maybe we can learn from it?





Your attention

You, just doing your thing



Learn how to pay attention 

to where your attention goes



1. Working memory 
2. Cognitive load 
3. Attention



1. Working memory
( ~ short-term memory)



How much new information 

 you can hold in your head





Working memory

Ooh, strawberries!

Everything else



«Magic number 7, +/- 2»

— Miller, 1956



«Magic number 4, +/- 2»

— Cowan, 2001

Yeah, about that …



It depends

— Reality, ongoing

Sorry, but



the sieve is small
Everybody agrees













2. Cognitive load



We talk about reducing 
cognitive load for teams



I think a lot about reducing 
cognitive load for users



Cognitive load is ALL about 
working memory



(Almost) everything 
costs working memory
💸



Complex information 
costs more💸💸💸



Simple information: 

Describe a web page



Complex information: 

Describe how html, css and javascript 
combine to create a webpage



A

B

C

Simple Complex

A

C

D

E

B



3. Attention



— While Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder 
(ADHD) is a common culprit, affecting 4.4% of adults, it’s 

not the only source of inattention. Bipolar disorder 
(estimated at 2.8% of adults), major depression (6.7% 
of adults), and anxiety disorders (19.1% of adults) can 
cause occasional inattention. More common conditions 

such as stress or sleep deprivation can cause 
inattention in people who don’t experience it as regularly.

Brandon Gregory





New stuff attracts attention



Did I eat lunch?

I have to buy Sophie a present

Aaaaagh my presentation is tomorrow 😱

Aaaaagh 😱 😱 😱

You have 1 new message



New stuff can also be internal





New information pushes  
old information off the stack



Interruption is «free»🎉



«Wait … what was I doing?»  

costs working memory💸



And probably something will 
fall off the stack





Movement attracts attention



Changes in animation  
attract attention





Ignoring motion is
💸 💸 💸 💸 💸 ææææ 😬







Please enjoy animation responsibly



Paying attention  
costs working memory
💸



… the longer,  
the more it costs

💸💸💸



«Multi-tasking»  
requires attention management
💸💸💸



Multi-tasking: 

- Task 1 
- Task 2 
- Remembering the other task exists 
- Managing switching between Tasks 1 and 2 
- Remembering where you were on the other task



Steering your own attention is

💸💸💸
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«Inattentional blindness»



Did I eat lunch?

I have to buy Sophie a present

Aaaaagh my presentation is tomorrow 😱

Aaaaagh 😱 😱 😱

You have 1 new message



How do you remove items 
from the stack?



1. Wait





2. Do something with it



Prior knowledge structure

New information







It costs to connect 
 new information with old
💸



Static tricks for steering attention





Reading direction➡ ⬇



«Ink» has gravitational pull



«Ink» has gravitational pull



«Ink» has gravitational pull



















Images are (almost) free  
to process



But what if you’re blind?



Visual is 3 dimensions 
and time



Auditory is just linear time



nng.com







A screenreader user can’t skip 
to the bit that looks interesting



How do you know  
how far forward to skip?



Attention-jacking works  
just as effectively with sound



1. Get to the point 
2. Prioritise carefully 
3. Don’t auto-play media



If you are blind 
you might have slightly better 

working memory

(not all studies agree)







You have visual and auditory 
working memory



They’re both small,  
but  a + b > b, right?



TV and film done right 

exploit this very well



Orienting attention is free!🎉



Steering attention 
is expensive💸


